LOOKING FOR A
DYNAMIC SPEAKER?
Harold Stolovitch Has Successfully Developed Workplace
Learning & Performance Professionals For Over 40 Years
Dr. Harold Stolovitch, Emeritus professor, Human Performance at Work and Principal,
HSA Learning & Performance Solutions, is an experienced keynote speaker, workshop
leader, author and consultant who has worked with hundreds of major corporations and
professional organizations throughout the world. His engaging and lively delivery
makes workplace learning and performance principles accessible to all. His learning
and performance research has received worldwide recognition. Yet, despite his strong
academic background, Harold’s conversational style helps audiences dispel myths in
learning and performance and focus on what is known to make true differences in the
workplace today.
Harold can help grow/develop the training delivery, instructional design and
performance consulting competencies of your teams. This leads to valued results —
better training, more effective learning, transfer of learning to the job and improved
performance. His learner-centered, performance-based curriculum helps learners at
any entry level. Novices develop core skills that build competence and confidence.
Experienced professionals broaden their repertoire of skills and the depth of their
knowledge.

“Dr. Stolovitch is transformational! He personally connects with everyone in the room to
generate an enthusiasm for learning. All the participants were engaged and motivated
throughout his high-octane session – and everyone identified practical methods to apply
their new skills. This was definitely a positive return on our training investment.”
– Alysa Parks, Director Learning & Development, CDW Corporation
“Harold has a knack for putting his audience at ease, letting them know ‘they are not
alone’ in this elusive quest for human performance improvement. He quickly ascertains
the levels of his audiences and targets his message with a seemingly deep and rich
repertoire of relevant anecdotes and analogies. Even those not schooled in human
performance technology can readily grasp and relate to his message. Engaging,
charming and practical, Harold leaves you wanting more.”
– Bonnie Beresford, Senior Vice President, Chrysler BBDO Detroit
To read more testimonials, click here.

Harold Stolovitch is available for presentations, keynote addresses, consulting and
workshops at corporations and professional organizations. For more information, visit
hsa-lps.com or contact Erica Keeps at ekeeps@hsa-lps.com.
Harold is the co-author of the best-selling, award-winning series of books Telling Ain't
Training, Training Ain’t Performance and their Fieldbooks published by ASTD. For
more information on his publications, click here.

